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Note
Send newsletter contributions

for the May / June issue to
Karen McCoy at info@kbmccoy.com
by April 20th, 2013
E-mail submissions only, please.

HCH is published bi-monthly. All information in HCH is printed in good
faith. No endorsements or warranties
should be taken or are implied as a result
of any information presented herein. All
rights reserved. Submissions will be edited and published at the discretion of the
editor, Karen McCoy, info@kbmccoy.com
RWA chapters are welcome to reprint member bylined articles, provided they give credit
to the authors and submit a copy of the newsletter issue the articles appear in. Other organizations and/or publications must request
prior written permission to reprint.

Join NARWA on Saturday,
March 16, for our first-ever
Hero Panel. Our panelists will
dish about the challenges and
rewards of their work.
On the panel:
•

Jake Bacon, chief photogra-

pher for the Arizona Daily
Sun

•

Tim Becker, biomedical

•

Tony Contreras, who dresses

•

Tony McDaniel, undercover

engineer and co-founder of
Neural Intervention Technologies, who’s currently
teaching at NAU

up as a superhero for kids’
parties and other events
narcotics officer for DPS

floor for your questions. Come
prepared to ask them burning
questions about what they do.

It’s sure to
be fun and
informative
The meeting starts at 11
a.m. at Prescott Country Club, 1030 Prescott
Country Club Blvd, in
Dewey. Doors open at
10:30 a.m. Come early to
socialize.
Members pay just the cost of lunch;
repeat visitors pay $5 plus the cost
of lunch. First-time visitors attend
for free.

In the morning session, we’ll have them
answer a pre-set list
of questions. After
lunch, which will include a discussion of
the NARWA Book Club
pick FIRST GRAVE ON
THE RIGHT, we’ll open the
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selves, but also get their heroines to laugh along with them.
They’re also slightly more average. Sure, they still have classic good looks and abs you can
bounce a quarter off, but they’re
reporters, teachers, counselors,
veterinarians, paramedics — unless, of course, they play for the
Arizona Condors baseball team.

Prez Sez
By Arlene Hittle

Who’s
Your
Hero?
In real life, heroes come in all
shapes and sizes. The soldier
who’s defending the free world
… The veterinarian who removes an arrow from the neck
of a duck so it can return to the
wild … The pizzeria owner who
donates free pizzas to a local
school … The kid who rescues a
scraggly stray dog from spending
another night on the streets.
The romance hero, however, is
a different story. In most cases,
he’s brawny, beautiful and bright
— at least bright enough to
eventually realize the heroine is
the best thing to ever happen to
him. Being a billionaire doesn’t
hurt, either. A career in law enforcement is also a plus.
The heroes I write tend to have
a comic bent. They have to not
only be able to laugh at them-

When it comes to reading, I
prefer confident, sexy heroes.
They’re men who know what they
want and aren’t afraid to go after
it. Rhett Butler comes to mind,
as do any number of dukes, earls
and other English nobles created
in a similar vein.
Even in published works, my
favorite heroes don’t take themselves too seriously. For me, a
sense of humor is non-negotiable. It’s why I read — and write —
romantic comedy.
What do you look for in a hero?
Do you write the same kinds of
heroes you like to read?

Member News
Anne Marie Becker
Anne Marie completed all revisions for DEADLY BONDS
(to be released July 22nd) and
has gone back to working on
the first draft of Book 4 in the
Mindhunters series, VICIOUS
CIRCLE. She hopes to send in
a proposal package soon. She’s
also gearing up to attend her first
Romantic Times convention
April 30th - May 5th.
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Anji Grasso (writing as Anji Nolan)
Sales of Anji’s first two books are
ticking along and Crimson Romance just had a massive revision
and title change to book number
three (still waiting an okay on
that). Book number four LOVE
IS IN THE AIR has twenty seven
chapters down and is swimming
along because she rehashed a
book which was already finished
to fit in with Crimson’s brand.
(Sometimes you just have to suck
it up and do what is necessary to
get published.) Once she finishes
that, she’ll go back to a non-romance (strictly mystery/suspense)
called BE CAREFUL WHAT
YOU WISH FOR. It is twenty
chapters down and is the first
brand new idea since her husband
died.
Susie Haught
First round of edits for her two
short novellas for Reflections
from Rim Country: An Anthology (Dancing With Bear Publishing) should hit her inbox sometime in March. She’s currently
working on another short novella
for a Christmas Anthology for
DWB. She continues to query
Fireflies, her first women’s fiction
novel and she’s actively working
on my second novel, Dragonflies.
Oh...and she’s joined the world
of blogging.
Arlene Hittle
Arlene continues to work on the
holiday novella she plans to submit to Carina Press. When that’s
done, she’ll get back to edits on
her 2013 Golden Heart entry, on
the off chance that she finals. She
also has a stack of GH entries to
judge, and plenty of presidentialtype things to keep her busy.

Save the Date
NARWA

•
•

Karen McCoy
Karen finished drafting the
second book in her YA series
(85,000 words, yay!), and now
is going through the final set of
edits on the first novel, Triskeleon. She also had the privilege of
reading the first chapter of another novel, Anderson’s Curse,
at NAU’s PEAKS Conference in
February. Now it’s time to whip
Anderson’s Curse and Triskeleon into shape before conference
season hits in May.
Glynna Sirpless
At the end of January, Glynna
Kaye Sirpless (writing as Glynna
Kaye for Harlequin’s Love Inspired Books), turned in a full
proposal for the second book of
her three-book contract. Then
two days later, the edits arrived
for the first book she turned in at
the end of November--so something writing-related continues
to occupy every spare minute of
her time! “A Canyon Spring’s
Courtship” is a September 2013
release, and the deadline for the
second book (to be released in
2014) is the end of June.

11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Saturday, March 16 — Regular meeting featuring Hero Panel. See the program note on Page 1 for more info.
Prescott Country Club, Dewey.
11 a.m. Saturday, April 120 — Brainstormers meeting at Karen’s—
2505 N. First St, Flagstaff.

Around Arizona
A sampling of events from the
Arizona Authors Association Calendar
www.azauthors.com
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9:00a.m.-12:00p.m. Friday, March 8 – Regular Meeting, Fountain Hills Christian Writers. Fountain View Village, Fountain
Hills.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, March 12 – Regular Meeting, Valley of the Sun Romance Writers. Iron Works Restaurant, Glendale.
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m. Saturday, March 16 – Regular Meeting,
Phoenix Writers Club (PWC). Bluewater Grill, Phoenix.
9:00a.m.-4:30p.m. Sunday, March 17 -- 5-Star Publishing &
Marketing Secrets – Seminar. Residence Inn, Chandler.
6:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Wednesday, March 20 – Regular Meeting,
Desert Sleuth Mystery Writers. Grimaldi’s, Scottsdale.
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. Tuesday, March 26 – Regular Meeting, Desert Rose Romance Writers. Monti’s La Casa Vieja, Tempe.
5:30p.m.-7:00p.m. Friday, April 5 – Friday Night Writes: The
Craft of Writing Fiction. Dog-eared Pages Used Books, Phoenix.
9:30a.m.-12:00p.m. Saturday, April 20 – SPRING WRITER
CIRCLE – Crafting the Query Letter. Official AZ Authors Event.
Cholla Library, Phoenix.
5:30p.m.-7:30p.m. Wednesday, April 24 – Regular Meeting,
Scottsdale Society of Women Writers. Cactus Room, Chapparral
Suites, Scottsdale.
9:30a.m.-1:30p.m. Saturday, April 27 – Regular Meeting, Saguaro Romance Writers. El Parador Tropical Restaurant, Tucson.
1:00p.m.-3:00p.m. Saturday, April 27 – Regular Meeting,
Christian Writers of the West (CWOW). Beautiful Savior Lutheran Church, Tempe.
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How a Tracking
Journal Can Make
You a More
Prolific Author
By Lynn Johnston
The following article first appeared in
the Third Quarter 2012 issue of Out of
This World, the newsletter of the Fantasy,
Futuristic, and Paranormal Chapter. Permission is granted to sister RWA chapters to
reprint or forward with proper credit to the
author and chapter.
A couple months ago, I joined a
different kind of writing group
than I usually participate in—
instead of emphasizing craft and
critiques, this group focuses on
building a writing habit.
I joined because I was hoping
that peer pressure would motivate me to write more.
It worked even better than I expected. I had to check in daily to
report my progress, and I didn’t
want to show up empty-handed.
As I got into the rhythm of
daily writing sessions, I started
to experience an odd sense of
relief when I sat down to write
each day. In the past I’d always
felt conflicted about writing—as
soon as my butt hit the chair,
I’d be slammed with a wave of
guilt about all the other things I
should be doing.
But knowing that other people
expected me to write made the
writing feel less like a guilty pleasure and more like a priority.
Not too surprising, right?
That isn’t the best part. In addition to reporting my progress,
I was also required to answer a
series of questions about each
day’s writing session, including:
How creative did I feel that day?

What negative thoughts did I
experience as I was writing? What
obstacles did I have to overcome
to write?
At first, I thought these questions were a waste of time. But it
was part of the group’s process,
so I answered them anyway.
When I started seeing the
patterns in my answers, I was
shocked. I thought I knew what
factors were influencing how
much I wrote: what mood I was
in, how healthy I was, and whether or not I was feeling inspired. I
couldn’t have been more wrong.
My faulty assumptions
about how my creative
process works were
keeping me from
reaching my full
potential as a writer.

Mood

It turns out that my mood didn’t
correlate with how much I wrote
on a given day. I didn’t write
more on days where I was happy,
and I didn’t write less on days
when I was annoyed or had the
blahs.

Health

I discovered that if I wrote at my
scheduled time, I wrote about
the same amount whether I felt
great or had a cold. Hayfever and
other everyday physical complaints didn’t decrease my output at all.

Inspiration

While I’m not the type to wait
for inspiration—I know that it
often strikes when you’re already
working—I did assume that I
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need inspiration to have a really
productive day.
Not so, it turns out. In fact,
I often wrote more on the days
that I felt less inspired. It’s possible that I was pushing myself in
the hopes that inspiration would
come. Or maybe the feeling of
satisfaction I felt on the days
when my muse was generous
made it easier to quit early.
In other words, how I feel—
physically, emotionally, creatively—is not an accurate predictor
of how much I’ll be able to write.
Seeing the cold, hard data
made it impossible to ignore the
patterns. For years, I’ve been allowing myself to skip writing sessions when my mood was bad or
when hayfever had my sinuses in
an uproar. And I’d been blaming my uninspired days for my
slow progress.
My faulty assumptions about
how my creative process works
were keeping me from reaching
my full potential as a writer.
So what factors did affect how
much I wrote each day? Only
two: sleep and how active my
inner critic was. Days where I
got less than eight hours of sleep
were days with lower word/page
counts. Days where I got less than
seven hours of sleep were days
where I struggled to write anything.
And as for my inner critic—
recording the negative thoughts
I experienced as I sat down to
write was enlightening. There
was an almost perfect correlation between how many negative
thoughts I experienced and how
little I wrote.
And the thing that really stinks:
my inner critic doesn’t know
what it’s talking about!

The group has also taught me
that positively reframing my inner critic’s negative comments
helps take the sting out of them.
When I find myself thinking
Susie:
that I’ll never finish this novel,
SHADOW FALL
for example, I remind myself
that I don’t have to finish it toby Erin Kellison
day. I just have to write the next
scene.
Challenging my assumptions
about what factors affect my
creative process has allowed me
to more than double my writing productivity in a mere two
months. I encourage you to do
same.
Make a list of the things you
think are affecting your productivity. Time of day you’re writing…noise levels…diet…sleep…
When I went back to look at
inspiration…mood…exercise…
the things I wrote on days when
if you’re not sure what to track,
my inner critic was throwing a
start with your usual excuses.
tantrum, I discovered that they
weren’t any worse than the things What are the things you usually
blame on the days you decide not
I wrote on days when my inner
to write?
critic was silent.
For the next month, commit
That’s right. My inner critic
to
writing for at least five minwasn’t helping me improve the
utes each day, and track each
quality of my writing. At all.
Lessons Learned. Now that I’ve productivity factor at the end of
your writing session. You might
seen the real factors that affect
track hours of sleep, or rate your
my productivity as a writer, I’m
energy levels on a scale of 1-10,
doing things a little differently.
or simply note your mood at
1. I don’t let how I feel on a
given day determine whether or the time you started your writing session. You might start a list
not I write.
of negative thoughts and put a
2. I go to bed at a reasonable
time, knowing that I’m increas- checklist by the ones that show up
as you write each day. Whatever
ing my capacity to write tomoryou think is important, track it.
row.
At the end of the month, look
3. I’m exploring ways of tamfor
patterns. Did you write more
ing my inner critic. Just knowing
on days when you felt blah and
that my inner critic isn’t giving
less on days when you felt angry?
good advice makes it easier for
me let those negative comments Did your output go down on the
days when all you ate was pizza
go. When the voice in my head
and milk duds? Did you discover
tells me I’m writing crap, I now
that you write best after a brief
shrug and reply, “That’s your
nap or a snuggle session with
opinion.”

TBR Pile

your cat?
Once you see the patterns,
you’ll know exactly what you need
to change to become a more
prolific author.
(For those interested in a more formal
exploration of their creative process, the
group that got me started on tracking my
progress is run by writing coach Jenna
Avery: http://jennaavery.com.)
Author Bio:
Lynn Johnston blogs about how to take
control of your life 10 minutes at a time
using the kaizen approach at http://www.
smallstepstobigchange.com and how kaizen
can help writers get more done at http://
www.smallstepsforwriters.com.
She’s also the author of several books on
the kaizen approach, including The Kaizen
Plan for Organized Authors: Take Control
of Your Writing Career 10 Minutes at a
Time (http://smallstepsforwriters.com/
organized-authors/).

March’s raffle
basket sponsor is...

cCoy
M
n
e
r
Ka

The fantastic prize package will be
revealed at the meeting!
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MARKETING
WITHOUT
MAYHEM
The Value of Blog
Tours for
Debut Authors
by Vicky Dreiling
The following article first appeared in the
February 2013 issue of In Print!, the
monthly newsletter of Houston Bay Area
RWA. Permission granted to reprint or
forward to sister RWA chapters with proper
credit to author and chapter.

that my publisher does blog tours
for their authors and provides
the books for giveaways. Yes,
my publisher is totally awesome!
Lesson learned here: Always
inform your publisher of your
promotional activities! The last
thing you want to do is to duplicate efforts. So don’t be afraid
to ask the publicist what services
they provide for authors.
Not all publishers provide blog
tour services. So my advice is to
get familiar with the blog sites
that feature your subgenre before you sell. Learn which ones
appeal to you. We all know that
reading preferences are extremely subjective, and since bloggers
are readers, you can expect the

of you and know that it’s a great
deal of work, and I want you to
know that you’re very much appreciated.
Speaking of blogger appreciation, I asked my assistant and
blogger extraordinaire Kati
Rodriguez to provide some tips
to au-thors about approaching bloggers for features and/or
reviews. Here are Kati’s tips!

How to Plan
a Successful
Blog Tour
by Kati Rodriguez

As a new author, your first priority after your book is published
Six months prior to the release
is to get the word out there.
of my first novel HOW TO
Whether it’s a guest appearance
Get familiar with
MARRY A DUKE, I spoke to
or a blog tour, you need to plan,
the blog sites that
my agent and some of my pubplan, plan.
feature your
lished friends for advice about
From a blogger’s perspective,
subgenre
specific promotional ideas. All
here are a ten things I’ve noticed
of them suggested that I do some
when new authors request prosame. Investigate to see which
sort of blog tour. My agent had
mo dates.
specifi-cally suggested that I start books the bloggers read and
1. When coordinating a blog
like. For example, if your book
collecting the web addresses of
tour, plan in advance. Like,
blog sites that featured historical is a dark paranormal, you want
three to four months ahead.
to find blog sites that regularly
romance, which is what I write.
More prominent or popular
review and feature books and au- blogs are booked months in adI real-ized that a blog tour
would be a great way to stimulate thors that align with your brand. vance so make sure you schedule
I’ve found there is a lot of value with them stat!
awareness of my brand. Howfrom doing blog tours. There
ever, I was familiar only with a
2. When contacting a blogger,
few blog sites, and I also was still are some authors who think
make sure you do your research.
it’s only worthwhile to blog for
working fulltime. All of a sudTake a look around their blog,
sites that have huge numbers of
den it was autumn, and I had a
familiarize yourself with their
followers. I disagree. In the two
book releasing at the beginning
host-ing and review policies. If
of January. So I merrily went off years since I published my first
you want a review of your book,
into cyber space to research blog novel, I’ve discovered that all of
find out what formats they actours. The costs varied, depend- those bloggers I made conneccept (.mobi, PDF, ePUB, ARC
tions with early on in my caing on features selected, but I
or gal-ley). Call them by name
found a few blog tour companies reer have remained loyal. Many
when sending an email. It makes
of them go out of their way to
that appeared reasonable.
us bloggers feel like you took
promote my new releases. My
I was on the verge of paying
time out of your busy day to
thanks to all the bloggers who
for the blog tour when I got an
learn a little bit about us.
have featured and/or reviewed
email from my editor. I men3. Make sure you send the
tioned the blog tour and learned my books. I’ve spoken to some
blogger as much detail about
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your tour, book and yourself.
In the inquiry email, you should
have the following: tour dates,
book blurb, short bio, attach
a book cover pic, links to your
webpages (website, Facebook,
Twitter) and giveaway details.
4. Ask bloggers you are familiar with. If you chat with them
on Facebook, Twitter or stop by
their blogs, they will most likely
say yes because they “know” you.
5. If you want the blogger to
review your book to go along
with your tour post, send a copy
one to two months in advance.
Some blogs only have one blogger and it may take them some
time to read and review your
book so make sure they have
enough time to do so. Your
book may not be their cup of
tea. You are asking for an honest
review so don’t trash the blogger
publicly if they give you a low rating. That’s what email to author
friends is for.
6. Ask the blogger when they
need your post by. If you have
time between writing or edits,

TBR Pile
Karen:

DEFIANCE
by C.J. Redwine

type up the post and send it off
to the blogger. Some bloggers
need time to format and schedule your post.
7. Send a media kit. Bloggers
don’t want to hunt through your
website for your info if the essentials are missing. The media
kit should include: a short bio,
links to your web pages, book
blurb, link to an excerpt (if available), buy links and giveaway details. Attach a book cover picture
as well as an author head shot.
We readers and bloggers want to
see your pretty face :)
8. Stop by the blog on your
post date. A quick hello or a
thank you lets the bloggers know
that you appreciate them hosting you. Make sure you read the
responses and answer questions
from readers.
9. Giveaways are always welcome. Whether it is a copy of
your book, some swag (bookmarks, trading cards, pens or
other promo) or an overall tour
prize (e-reader, gift card or book
basket), readers are more likely
to visit your stop. Make sure you
let the tour host know who the
giveaway is open to: US, US/CA
or international. Readers love
giveaways!
10. Determine who picks the
giveaway winner. You can leave
it up to the host to pick a winner
and forward the winner’s mailing info or you can do it yourself. Do this in a timely manner.
Most giveaways run for a week or
until the end of the tour.
The bottom line is this: be
professional, plan far in advance
and don’t forget to thank your
host.
Stay tuned for next month’s
Marketing Without Mayhem:

What the Heck is Brand & Does
it Really Matter?
Vicky Dreiling triple finaled in
the RITAs in 2012 with the only
two books she’d published. She is
a confirmed historical romance
junkie and Anglophile. Her
next release WHAT A WICKED
EARL WANTS releases in May
2013.
Kati Rodriguez is a virtual assistant by day
and a recovering romance book addict
and blogger by night. When not assisting,
blog-ging or reading, she spends time ogling
the local firemen behind the safety of her
aviators at Starbucks. A lover of the color
pink, you can always spot her at conferences
with a giant pink bag.
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dozen of how to books before
proceeding to chapter 3.
7. When you get to chapter 4,
by Joan Reeves
start obsessing about what your
mom, dad, spouse, children,
I like to be different so I’m not
minister, friends, and neighbors
going to tell you how to write a
will think about you when they
book. There are plenty of talread this published book because
ented authors out there who can they will surely think you are
do this. Instead, I’m going to tell crazy, perverted, a safety risk, or
you how to NOT write a book.
just plain weird with no redeemTrue, this is a time-intensive
ing character at all.
process. It usually takes a year or
8. When you get to chapter 5,
two, but I guarantee this works.
start changing character names,
Just follow this step-by-step
hair colors, eye colors, occupaguide, and you will never, ever,
tions, emotional baggage or any
finish a manuscript to the point of the other thousand details so
where you can or indie publish it that you must go back and change
or submit it and have it result in it all the way through, tinkering
a sale.
with the manuscript every time
1. Wait until everything in your you used the now obsolete word
life is perfect before starting.
or phrase.
2. Tell everyone you meet every
9. When you get to chapter 6,
detail about the book, discussing start sending it out to agents in
it endlessly before you ever put
a query/first chapter package so
a word on paper, until you’re so you will be crushed when they
bored with the idea that you’d
don’t express interest in your
rather wash windows than write
unfinished project, and you have
the story.
to go back to the beginning and
3. Write whenever you feel
rewrite the whole thing before
like it rather than establishing a
proceeding.
weekly quota of pages or words
10. When you get to chapproduced.
ter 7, decide to join a critique
4. Write and rewrite the first
group, jump into the first one
chapter, not moving ahead until you stumble across without any
you have it absolutely perfect.
knowledge of the individuals
5. Get to chapter 2, start
and/or group dynamics and level
thinking about the marketability of expertise so that you’ll realof your book and realize you’re
ize you’re writing crap when they
writing a courtship romance but pick it apart.
erotica is the hot genre so you
Depressed? Laughing wryly
haven’t got a chance so you might because you see yourself above?
as well wallow in depression for
How about some rational words
as long as it takes before you re- now? A novel is characterized
sign yourself to writing the book by forward motion. So is the
that is in you.
process of writing. Move for6. Realize you haven’t yet beward until you reach THE END.
come a Zen master of the writing Then, and only then, is it the
craft and decide to read a baker’s time to look backward.

10 Ways Not To
Write A Book
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Joan Reeves writes funny, sexy Contemporary Romance. Her books are available
at all major ebook sellers; audio editions
available at Amazon, Audible, and iTunes.
Joan publishes Writing Hacks, a free
newsletter for writers, and Wordplay, a free
newsletter for readers. For information,
please visit JoanReeves.com or her blog
http://SlingWords.blogspot.com.

Book Club
First Grave on the
Right
by Darynda Jones
This month, we’ll talk about
First Grave on the Right, by
Darynda Jones. According to
Goodreads, First Grave on the
Right is “A smashing, awardwinning debut novel that introduces Charley Davidson: parttime private investigator and
full-time Grim Reaper.”
Feel free to
bring suggestions
for other Book
Club titles. The
only requirement is that the
book must fit in
some genre of
romance.

Editor’s Note

store, my critique partners told
me Marnie’s reactions seemed
By Karen McCoy
contrite and forced. So one day,
I opened a Word Document and
I’ve been thinking a lot lately
typed the following:
about characters, and how they
Me: Can you help me with something?
relate to an overall story. Doris
Marnie: I’ll do what I can.
Betts, author of three short stoMe: Really help me with the beginning—I
ries and six novels (according to
need
to see the world through your eyes and
Wikipedia) says, “I write the story
about the day something differ- how you might react. Marnie: Just remember that I’m a spaz, like you—so any reacent happens.”
tion I have is going to send me
It makes sense,
into frenzy of thoughts. I won’t
I think. Heroes
believe my own eyes, and I’ll
and heroines in
expect the books to fall—because
our novels comI have trouble trusting anything,
pel us when life
anyone in my life—since no one,
as usual (at least
except Walter, was a support for
for them) takes a
me at that point. Just believe,
sudden turn. The
Karen. I’m as much a part of you
beauty queen gets
as you are of me.
a botched faceOnce I figured out that
lift. The OlymMarnie
was so used to
pian becomes a
her life being boring that
paraplegic. Or,
anything new or differa less depressing
ent would be completely unbeexample—awkward girl gets her
lievable to her, I re-wrote the
braces off, and her crush finally
section, and was much happier
notices her.
I’ve heard that romance novels with the result.
As writers, our journeys take
are mostly character-driven (any
abrupt
turns all the time. I know
of you are completely welcome
to correct me on that). So when mine has. And we can use these
experiences (and our reactions
something different happens,
to them), in our writing, and
each character must have a clear
through our characters.
goal, motivation and conflictBut when it doesn’t come eas-says Cathy Yardley, author of
ily,
feel free to interview your
Rock Your Plot: A Simple Syshero or heroine. You might be
tem for Plotting Your Novel.
She adds, “If I’m having trouble surprised at what they say.
getting a grip on the character, or I want to hear his or her
‘voice,’ then I interview my character.”
I did this recently with my
character Marnie, an awkward
fifteen-year-old unaware of
her own potential. During her
pivotal story moment in a book-

TBR Pile
Anne Marie:

GONE GIRL
by Gillian Flynn

Arlene:

EXCLUSIVELY
YOURS
by Shannon Stacy

Glynna:

MARIANA
by Susanna Kearsley
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